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ADVT. No. MGAHV/Admn/06/2020, Dated 04.03.2020

Walk in Interview for Research Associate/ Research Assistant / Field Investigator for ICSSR IMPRESS Sponsored project on “Teachers Preparation through Blended learning: A Pedagogical Rejuvenation”.

Date of Walk in Interview 18/03/2020
At. 10.00 AM
Venue: Department of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Research Associate/ Research Assistant / Field Investigator for ICSSR IMPRESS Sponsored project on “Teachers Preparation through Blended learning: A Pedagogical Rejuvenation” | For Research Associate PG in any field of Social Sciences (55% Minimum) with NET/ SLET/M.Phil. /Ph.D.  
Research Assistant M.Phil. /Ph.D. in any Social Sciences discipline (Preferable in Education)  
For Field Investigator M.A / M.Sc. (55% Minimum) in any discipline  
Desirable: B.Ed./ M.Ed. | For Research Associate/ Research Assistant Initially for six Month (extendable on satisfactory performance)  
For Field Investigator Maximum 06 Months |
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